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EXECUT~IVE SUMMARY

Volunteer Anmy Amnuition Plant (VAAP) is a government-oned, contractor-

operated (GOOD)) munitions plant situated on 7,353 acres northeast of

Chiattanooga, Tennessee. The installation is part of the Army' s Armament,

Munitions and Chemical Oommand (Al4Xrr4). Constructed in 1941-1943 to

produce trinitrotoluene (TNT), VAAP remained in operation frcn July 1942 to

August 1945. The installation was reactivated for the Korean Wa and

remiained in production until 1957, when placed on standby status. Rehabi-

litation for the Vietnam War began in 1966 and full production resumned.

Major modernization, including construction of continuous-process TNT lines

and a new acid plant, began in 1971 and was comrpleted before the plant was

laid away in 1977.

The installation currently consists of 422 buildings, nearly tw-thirds of

whiich date frcxn the World War II period. Most of the buildings are utili-

tarian in nature. Current production facilities include examples of both

mo~dern and World War II technology. There are no Category I or II Historic

Properties at VAAP. The Redwater Treatment Plant (Buildings 816, 816-1,

816-2) is a Category III Historic Property because it is a good example of

early munitions-related pollution abatement efforts.
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PREFCE

This report presents the results of an historic properties survey of the

Volunteer Army kmxnition Plant (VAAP). Prepared for the United States

Army Materiel Development and Readiness Ccmand (txRCOM), the report is

intended to assist the Army in bringing this installation into compliance

with the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and its amendJments, and

related federal laws and regulations. To this end, the report focuses on

the identification, evaluation, documentation, nomination, and preservation

of .historic properties at the Volunteer AAP. Chapter 1 sets forth the

survey's scope and methodology; Chapter 2 presents an architectural,

historical, and technological overview of the installation and its prop-

erties; and Chapter 3 identifies significant properties by Army category

and sets forth preservation recommendations. Illustrations and an

annotated bibliography supplement the text.

This report is part of a program initiated through a memorandum of

agreement between the National Park Service, Department of the Interior,

and the U.S. Department of the Army. The program covers 74 DCCM

installations and has two components: 1) a survey of historic properties

(districts, buildings, structures, and objects), and 2) the development of

archaeological overviews. Stanley H. Fried, Chief, Real Estate Branch of

Headquarters tDARM, directed the program for the Army, and Dr. Robert J.

Kapsch, Chief of the Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American

Engineering Record (HABS/HAER) directed the program for the National Park

Service. Sally Kress Tcpkins was program manager, and Rbbie S. Lange was
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project manager for the historic properties survey. Technical assistance

was provided by Donald C. Jackson.

Building Technology Incorporated acted as primary contractor to HABS/HAER

for the historic properties survey. William A. Brenner was BTI's

principal-in-charge and Dr. Larry D. Lankton was the chief technical

consultant. Major subcontractors ware the MacDonald and Mack Partnership

and Jeffrey A. Hess. The author of this report was Peter Rathbun. The

author gratefully acknowledges the administrative assistance of Commanding

Officer's Representative James E. Fry and the on-site guidance of Richard

Twitchell, Sarah Hammond, and John Millard, of ICI mericas, Inc.

The complete HBS/HAER documentation for this installation will be included

in the HABS/HAER collections at the Library of Ongress, Prints and

Photographs Division, under the designation HAER No. TN-8.
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Chapter 1

SCO)PE

This report is based on an historic properties survey conducted in

Septemter 1983 of all Army-owned properties located within the official

boundaries of the Volunteer Army Amzunition Plant (VAAP). The survey

included the following tasks:

ompletion of documentary research on the history of the

installation and its properties.

Completion of a field inventory of all properties at the

installation.

Preparation of a combined architectural, historical, and

technological overview for the installation.

Eval uation of historic properties and development of reccmmenda-

tions for preservation of these properties.

Also completed as a part of the historic properties survey of the

installation, but not included in this report, are HABS/HAER Inventory

cards for 26 individual properties. These cards, which constitute

I-IABS/HAER Documentation Level IV, will be provided to the Department of the

Army. Archival copies of the cards, with their accompanying photographic
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negatives, will be transmitted to the WBS/HER collections at the L brary

of Congress.

The methodology used to conplete these tasks is described in the following

section of this report.

METHODOLOGY

1. Documentary Research

The VAAP was one of a series of government-owned TNT plants con-

structed during 1941-1943. Because it was part of an extensive

manufacturing network, an evaluation of its historical and tech-

nological significance requires a general understanding of the wartime

munitions industry. To identify published documentary sources on the

American munitions industry during World War II and the Korean and

Vietnam wars, research was conducted in standard bibliographies of

military history, engineering, and the applied sciences. Unpublished

sources were identified by researching the historical and technical

archives of the U.S. Army Arnanent, Munitions, and Chenical Ccmmand

(AMCCCM) at Rock Island Arsenal. I

In addition to this general research, a concerted effort was made to

locate published arx" unpublished material dealing specifically with

the history and technology of the VAAP. This site-specific research

was conducted primarily at the AMCCCM Historical Office at Rock Island
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Arsenal, the Chattanooga Public Library, and the goverrnent and

contractor files at the VAAP. The Tennessee State Historic

Preservation Officer also was contacted but provided no additional

information.

On the basis of this literature search, a number of valuable sources

were identified. These included general information about the wartime

munitions industry and the manufacture of explosives, and an unpub-

lished detailed account of the construction at VAAP.

Army records used for the field inventory included current Real Pro-

perty Inventory (RPI) printouts that listed all officially recorded

buildings and structures by facility classification and date of con-

struction; the installation's property record cards; base maps and

photographs supplied by installation personnel; and installation

master planning, archaeological, environmental assessment, and related

reports and docunents. A ccmplete listing of this documentary

material may be found in the bibliography.

2. Field Inventory

The field inventory was conducted in September 1983 by Robert Mack and

Peter Ratbun. James Fry provided administrative assistance; Richard

TWitchell, Sarah Hammond, and John Millard provided research assis-

tance and guided the on-site inspections.

5
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Field inventory procedures were based on the HABS/HAER Guidelines for

Inventories of Historic Buildings and Engineering and Industrial

Structures. 2 All areas and properties were visually surveyed.

Building locations and approximate dates of construction were noted

fran the installation's property records and field-verified. Interior

surveys were made of the major facilities to permit adequate eval-

uation of architectural features, building technology, and production

e q u1 i p en t. -

Field inventory forms were prepared for, and black and white 35 mm

photographs taken of all buildings and structures throug 1945 except

basic utilitarian structures of no architectural, historical, or

technological interest. When groups of similar ("prototypical")

buildings were found, one field form was normally prepared to

represent all buildings of that type. Field inventory forms were also

campleted for representative post-1945 buildings and structures. 3

Information collected on the field forms was later evaluated,

condensed, and transferred to HABS/HAER Inventory cards.

3. Historical Overview

A ccmbined architectural, historical, and technological overview was

prepared fram information developed fran the documentary research and

the field inventory. It was written in two parts: 1) an introductory

description of the installation, and 2) a history of the installation
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by periods of development, beginning with pre-military land uses.

Maps and photographs were selected to supplement the text as

appropriate.

The objectives of the overview were to 1) establish the periods of

major construction at the installation, 2) identify important events

and individuals associated with specific historic properties, 3)

describe patterns and locations of historic property types, and 4)

analyze specific building and industrial technologies employed at the

installation.

4. Property Evaluation and Preservation Measures

Based on information developed in the historical overviews, properties

were first evaluated for historical significance in accordance with

the eligibility criteria for nwdxination to the National Register of

Historic Places. These criteria require that eligible properties

possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, worknan-

ship, feeling, and association, and that they meet one or more of the
4

following:

A. Are associated with events that have made a significant

contribution to the broad patterns of our history.

7
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B. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in the

nation' s past.

C. Brbody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or

method of oonstruction, represent the work of a master,

possess high artistic values, or represent a significant and

distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual

distinction.

D. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information

important in pre-history or history.

Properties thus evaluated were further assessed for placement in one

of five Army historic property categories as described in Army

Regulation 420-40:5

Category I Properties of major importance

Category II Properties of importance

Category III Properties of minor importance

Category IV Properties of little or no importance

Category V Properties detrimental to the significance

of adjacent historic properties.

Based on an extensive review of the architectural, historical, and

technological resources identified on [kRCOM installations nationwide,

8
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four criteria were developed to help determine the appropriate cate-

gorization level for each Army property. These criteria were used to

assess the importance not only of properties of traditional historical

interest, but also of the vast number of standardized or prototypical

buildings, structures and production processes that were built and put

into service during World War II, as well as of properties associated

with many post-war technological achievements. The four criteria were

often used in combination and are as follows:

1) Degree of imortance as a work of architectural, engineering,

or industrial design. TKis criterion took into account the

qualitative factors by which design is normally judged:

artistic merit, workmanship, appropriate use of materials,

and functionality.

2) Degree of rarity as a remaining example of a once widely used

architectural, engineering, or industrial design or process.

This criterion was applied primarily to the many standardized

or prototypical DAICCM buildings, structures, or industrial

processes. The more widespread or influential the design or

process, the greater the importance of the remaining examples

of the design or process was considered to be. This

criterion was also used for non-military structures such as

farmhouses and other once prevalent building types.
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3) Degree of integrity or completeness. This criterion compared

the current condition, appearance, and function of a buil-

ding, structure, architectural assemblage, or industrial pro-

cess to its original or most historically important condi-

tion, appearance, and function. Those properties that were

highly intact ware generally considered of greater importance

than those that were not.

4) Degree of association with an important person, program, or

event. This criterion was used to examine the relationship

of a property to a famous personage, wartime project, or

similar factor that lent the property special iportance.

The majority of IACM properties were built just prior to or during

World Mr II, and special attention was given to their evaluation.

Those that still remain do not often possess individual importance,

but collectively they represent the remnants of a vast construction

undertaking whose architectural, historical, and technological

importance needed to be assessed before their numbers diminished

further. This assessment centered on an extensive review of the

military construction of the 1940-1945 period, and its contribution to

the history of World War II and the post-war Army landscape.

10
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Because technology has advanced so rapidly since the war, post-World

War II properties were also given attention. These properties were

evaluated in terms of the nation's more recent accomplishments in

weaponry, rocketry, electronics, and related technological and

scientific endeavors. Thus the traditional definition of "historic"

as a property 50 or more years old was not germane in the assessment

of either World War II or post-war tDN1CXM buildings and structures;

rather, the historic importance of all properties was evaluated as

caipletely as possible regardless of age.

Property designations by category are expected to be useful for

approximately ten years, after which all categorizations should be

reviewed and updated.

Following this categorization procedure, Category I, II, and III

historic properties were analyzed in terms of:

Current structural condition and state of repair. This

information was taken fran the field inventory forms and

photographs, and was often supplemented by rechecking with

facilities engineering personnel.

The nature of possible future adverse impacts to the

property. This information was gathered from the

installation's master planning documents and rechecked with

facilities engineering personnel.
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Based on the above considerations, the general preservation recammen-

dations presented in Chapter 3 for Category I, II, and III historic

properties were developed. Special preservation recommendations were

created for individual properties as circumstances required.

5. Report Review

Prior to being completed in final form, this report was subjected to

an in-bouse review by Building Technology Incorporated. It was then

sent in draft to the subject installation for comment and clearance

and, with its associated historical materials, to HABS/HA staff for

technical review. When the installation cleared the report, addi-

tional draft copies were sent to DARCOM, the appropriate State His-

toric Preservation Officer, and, when requested, to the archaeological

contractor performing parallel work at the installation. The report

was revised based on all comments collected, then published in final

form.

NarES

1. The following bibliographies of published sources were consulted:
Industrial Arts Index, 1938-1957; Applied Science and Technology
Index, 1958-1980; Engineering Index, 1938-1983; Robin Higham, ed., A
Guide to the Sources of United States Military History (Hamden, Conn.:
Arch Books, 1975); John E. Jessup and Robert W. Coakley, A Guide to
the Study and Use of Military History (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1979); "Military Installations," Public Works
History in the United States, eds., Suellen M. Hoy and Michael C.
Robinson (Nashville: American Association for State and Local
History, 1982), pp. 380-400. AMtCXCM (formerly ARRCCM, or U.S. Army
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Armament Materiel Readiness Ommand) is the military agency responsi-
ble for supervising the operation of government-owned munititions
plants; its headquarters are located at Rock Island Arsenal, Rock
Island, Illinois. Although there is no comprehensive index to AACCM
archival holdings, the agency's microfiche collection of unpublished
reports is itemized in ARRCOM, Catalog of Com Sources, Fiscal Year
1983, 2 vols. (no pl.: Historical Office, ARRCCM, Rock Island
Arsenal, n.d.).

2. Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering
Record, National Park Service, Guidelines for Inventories of Historic
Buildings and Engineering and Industrial Structures (unpublished
draft, 1982).

3. Representative post-World War II buildings and structures were defined
as properties that were: (a) "representative" by virtue of
construction type, architectural type, function, or a combination of
these, (b) of obvious Category I, II, or III historic importance, or
(c) prcminent on the installation by virtue of size, location, or
other distinctive feature.

4. National Park Service, How to Complete National Register Forms
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, January 1977).

5. Army Regulation 420-40, Historic Preservation (Headquarters, U.S.
Army: Washington, D.C., 15 April 1984).
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Chapter 2

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

BACI(GRCXND

Volunteer Army Ammmuition Plant (VAAP) is a government-owned, contractor-

operated munitions plant situated on 7,312 acres northeast of Chattanooga,

Tennessee. Constructed in 1941-1943 to produce trinitrotoluene (TNT), VAAP

remained in operation from July 1942 to August 1945. It was reactivated in

1952 for the Korean War and remained in production until 1957, when placed

on standby status. Rehabilitation began in early 1966 and production in

support of the Vietnam War was resumed in March 1966. Major modernization

began in 1971 and was completed before the plant was laid away in 1977.1

Of the 422 buldings at VAAP, 281 remain from the original construction

period (Figures 1 and 2). 2 Today approximately one-third of the buildings

are used for manufacturing, approximately one-half for storage, and the

remainder for administration, maintenance, and utilities; these propor-

tions have not changed significantly since World War II. 3 Current pro-

duction facilities include examples of both modern and World War II

technology.

For a more detailed understanding of the plant's architectural and tech-

nological history, it is necessary to look more closely at the site's three

14
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major production periods: World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam

War.

WORLD WAR II

In 1939, when the United States was faced with possible involvement in the

war in Europe, its munitions production capability was extremely low.

Although a few small plants manufactured explosives, the quantity of TNT

being produced was far below the amount required for a modern war. In

addition, other types of plants could not be converted to TNT production

because of the specialized nature of the manufacturing process. To deal

with this problem, the Army Ordnance Department developed a unique entity

- a systen of anunition plants owned by the goverrnent but operated by

civilian contractors. 4 Authorized on August 1, 1941, VAAP was one of the

plants constructed during the second phase of World War II munitions plant

construction.

Site Selection and Former Land Use

The site selected for VAAP conformed to the basic criteria for World-War-II

high explosives plants. These criteria included:

1) a location at least 200 miles from the coasts or

international borders as a protection against enemy

banbardment

2) ample supplies of raw materials

2) a suitable labor supply

17



4) large tracts of available land to allow adequate separation

of facilities, to accoamodate buffer areas, and to provide

roam for expansion

5) access to main highway and rail facilities

6) adequate electrical power

7) ample water for processing

8) proximity to ordnance plants requiring TNT
5

9) potential for rapid plant construction.

Beginning in late summer of 1941 the government purchased 8,508 acres for

the plant. 6 Most of the land had been used for agricultural purposes;

there also were two small residential clusters, seven cemeteries, and one

church on the site. The cemeteries have been retained, but none of the
7

buildings.

Construction

On August 1, 1941, the Army Ordnance Department entered a contract with

Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation of New York City for the design

and construction of VAAP. 8 Stone and Webster already was familiar with

ordnance construction, because the firm was just finishing Kankakee

Ordnance Works. 9

Prior to construction, the Ordnance Department designated Hercules Powder

Campany of Wilmington, Delaware, as operating contractor. Hercules,

already involved in the development of the Radford Ordnance Works, was also

18
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experienced in ordnance construction. At VAAP, Hercules provided archi-

tectural and engineering services, including construction inspection, for

the manufacturing structures and equipnent. 10

Work at the site began on October 6, 1941, and by July 1942 TNT Lines 1 and

2 were running at capacity. Original plans called for twelve TNr lines,

two sets of acid production and concentration facilities, and associated

storage and support facilities. In May 1942 the plans were revised to

include four additional TNT lines, a third acid facility, and additional
11

storage and support facilities.

When completed in June 1943, VAAP consisted of 433 buildings. Most, other

than storage magazines, were located in a low, flat area along the western

third of the site. The TNr lines were roughly centered in this area, with

the three acid facilities flanking them (Figure 3). Utilities also were

sited on the periphery of the manufacturing area, with power plants to the

north and west, the water works to the west, and waste treatment facilities

to the north. Sop and administrative areas lay to the south. 1 2

Explosives storage areas were located to the east of the plant on rolling

land not suited to manufacturing. riginal plans called for 100 barrel-

vaulted "igloos" (Buildings 901-1 through 901-100) to be constructed in

conformance with standard Army ordnance plans (Figure 4). 13 As a result

of pidInt expansion, a second set of 100 magazines (Buildings 901-101

through 901-200) was constructed using the Corbetta or "beehive" design

(Figure 5). 14

19
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Figure 3: Two TNT batch lines extending from (A) Mono-House
through (B) Wash House. (Source: Field inventory
photograph, 1983, Peter Rathbun, MacDonald and Mack
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~:;'ure 5: Corbetr~a Beetive %jagazine under 7onstructIofl.
(Source: 'CCmfpietion Report.")



Layout and design of the plant ws intended to prevent propagation of acci-

dental fires or explosions. Each step of the TNT manufacturing process

took place in a separate building, with substantial spacing between build-

ings. Those buildings most susceptible to fire or explosion, such as the

Bi- and Tri-nitration Houses (802-series Buildings, currently designated as

the Tri-nitration Houses), were raised off the ground so that the mix could

be dumped into a tank of water in an emergency. In addition, earth-filled

barricades surrounded these buildings to absorb and deflect any blast (Fig-

ure 6). Escape chutes on all buildings permitted rapid egress fram upper

floors (Figure 7). .5

Shortages of steel and other materials affected the design of the buildings

at VAAP. Nearly all the manufacturing and support buildings were construc-

ted with wood framing, flooring, and siding. Wood members subject to chem-

ical attack were covered with lead. The notable exceptions to wood con-

struction were the power plants, which were constructed with steel frames

(Figure 8).16

Technology

*Hercules Powder ompany took control of TNT Lines I and 2 on July 15, 1942,

and began production soon after. Production continued until August 1945,

yielding over S00 million tons of -INT. 17 During Ciat time VAAP produced

.not only TNT but ilso several of the raw materials required for its -manu-

facture.

23
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Figure 6: TNT Wash House (Building 806-4) surrounded by barricades.
(Source: Field inventory photograph, Peter Rathbun,
MacDonald and Mack Partnership.)
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Figure 7: Mono-House (Building 801-6) with safety chutes. (Source:
R~ichard Twitchell, ICI Americas, Inc., 1983.)
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Figure 8: Power Plant (Building 401-2). (Source: Field inventory
photograph, 1983, Peter Rathbun, MacDonald and Mack
Partnership.)
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The basic process for manufacturing NT was relatively simple. Toluene,

organic chemical, was treated with nitric acid to produce crude trinitro

toluene. The = was then purified in a washing process using soda ash,

sellite (a ccmpound made from soda ash and sulfur dioxide), and water.

Finally the TNr then was dried, flaked, and readied for storage. Sulfuric

acid was used as a dehydrating agent during the nitration process. VAAP

obtained toluene and soda ash from outside vendors; it produced its own

nitric and sulfuric acids, which deserve special mention.

The nitric acid facilities (Buildings 302-, 303-, and 312-1 through 3) wer(

of standard industrial design, employing techniques developed by du Pont i

the mid-1920s. Nitric acid was produced by vaporizing ammonia mixed with

heated conpressed air in the presence of a platinun catalyst to create

A nitrogen oxides. The nitrogen canpounds were further oxidized with air

fed into an absorption tower, where they combined with water to form 60%

nitric acid. 18 Like most industrial uses of nitric acid, the manufacture

of TNT required a highly concentrated grade of the ingredient. To achieve

this level of concentration, VAAP concentrated the 60% nitric acid by

dehydrating it with strong sulfuric acid, which absorbed water fron the

nitric acid. 19

The manufacture and concentration of sulfuric acid also employed standard

industrial technology. In the manufacturing process sulfur was burned to

produce sulfur .iiox,...e, which was converted to sulfur trioxide as it passed

over a platinum oataiyst. The sulfur trioxide then was mixed with water to

form sulfuric acid. Lilute sulfuric acid from the manufacturing lines

was concentrated L-.r in hemico drum concentrators (Buildings 308-3,

27



308-4), which removed water by blowing ho- combustion gasses through the

acid, or in Mantius concentrators (Buildings 308-1, 304-1, 304-2), which

removed water through boiling in a vacuum. 2 1

Although the chemistry of TNT production remained constant during World

II, the technology underwent significant change. In the early stages of

the war, the acid mix was added to the toluene to initiate nitration.

Later developnents in Canada proved, however, that the toluene could be

added to the acid in a "reverse nitration" proces- that was both safer

more productive. Each of these processes will be described briefly, alo

with the impact of the change on the buildings at VAAP.

As initially designed, the TM production process began in the Mono Hbuse

(Buildings 801-1 through 801-16) (Figure 7) where fortified nitric acid

from the Bi-and-Tri-nitration house and a small amount of sulfuric acid

were slowly added to toluene in an agitation tank. The toluene, reacting

with the nitric acid, was transformed to mononitrotoluene or mono oil.

Because of the danger of overheating during this exothermic reaction, the

mixing tank was elevated to permit d.,_.ping of "hot" mixLures into a

drowning tank below. The mono oil was piped to the Bi-and-Tri House

(Buildings 802-1 through 802-16), while the spent acids were sent to the

Acid-and-Fume Recovery House (Buildings 812-1 through 812-8) before

returning to the acid areas for concentration. In the Bi-and-Tr. House th

mono oil was blended with successively stronger acid mixes. Here, too, th

mixing tanks were eLevated to permit drowning in case of overheating. The

nitrotoluenes and spent acids were aLlowed to separate by gravity, the

process oil moving on for purification and the acids going to the Forti-

28



fying House (Buildings 803-1 through 803-16) (Figure 9). 1his crude IM

mixture was purified in the wash House (Buildings 806-1 through 806-16)

(Figure 6) with a mixture of water, soda ash, and sellite. The purified

TNT then was dried, flaked, and loaded into boxes for conveyance to the

Nail House (now known as Case Houses, Buildings 808-1 through 808-6), where

it was sampled and prepared for final shipment. 22

The reverse nitration process used later at VAAP allowed the toluene to be

slowly added to the acid. This process resulted in a more canplete nitra-

tion in the mono- and bi- stages and reduced the fuming and other dangers

of the tri-nitration. 23 To permit use of reverse nitration in the bi-

stage, the Fortifying Houses were converted to Bi-Houses; drowning tanks

were installed below these one-story buildings. Creation of the Bi-Houses

freed both mixers in the Bi-and-Tri Houses for the tri-nitration operation,

resulting in redesignation of the latter buildings as Tri-Houses. 24

VAAP pioneered in the treatment of toxic wastes generated by its manufac-

turing processes. At most other TWr plants "redwater" and "yellow water,

toxic wastes from the purification washes, simply flowed onto the ground.

Such casual waste disposal was unacceptable at VAAP, however, because of

the proximity of Lake Cickamauga, the primary source of water for the

region. The Redwater Treatment Plant (Figure 10) consisted of an Evapo-

rator (Building 816) and an Incinerator (Buildings 816-1, 816-2). The

Evaporator concentrated the redwater to 35% solids. The renaining concen-

trate was sprayed znto the Incinerator, a rotary traverse furnace, for

burning, waste ash t-D fell into hoppers for disposal. 25
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Fiqure 10: Redwater Treatment Plant (Buildings 816, 816-1, 816-2). Acid
area in background. (Source: Field inventory photograph,
1983, Peter Rathbun, MacDonald and Mack Partnership.)
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tUwf&Cturin operations at ~AA stopped in August 1945, although the

cdntrwt with Hercules continued in effect until January 1946, wten the

plant asturned over to the Ordnance (brps. Civil service personnel

mintained the plant in standby condition for the next six years.

-II

VAAP was reactivated in June 1952 with Atlas Powder Qamiry of Wilmington,

Delaware, as the operating contractor. The plant had deteriorated, and

extensive renovation work was necessary, especially at the Main Pmini-

stration Building (Building 200-1), which had suffered a major fire. Six

of the original TNT lines vre demolished, while about 25 new support

structures were constructed, including change houses and gull aduinistra-

tion buildings for the 7WN lines.2 6

Production resumed in NOvenber 1953 and continued until Mardh 1957. Only

six, and sametimes fewer, lines were operated. Production techniques wre

unchanged from those used in the reverse nitration process instituted

27during World Whr II. In 1957 the plant was placed in standby status,

then was downgraded to "protective surveillance.
" 28

VIEM MR TM THE PRESENT

In October 1965 VAAP again *as reactivated. A modernization program and

the construction of 117 new buildings during the next ten years had a major

impact on both the plant layout and the manufacturing processes at VAAP.
2 9
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Cbstruction

Rehabilitation of ten TNT lines began immediately upon reactivation, and

the first line began production in March 1966. A new Acid Area (Buildings

100 - 107, 115) (Figure 11) ws constructed in 1970-1972. The three

original acid areas, except for a few minor buildings, were demolished;

four TNr lines also were demolished. Six new "continuous process" Tar

lines (Buildings 800-Al through 800-F6, 810-A and 810-D, and 811-A and

811-D) (Figure 12) were constructed. Additional construction during this

period included a hospital (now used as the main administration building),

storehouses, and shops.

Technolcgy

The production of TNT by a continuous process, rather than by the batch

method, represented a major technological advancement. While the daily

output of each line is approximately equal to the output of each batch

line, the continuous production process offered advantages in the areas of

cleanliness, reduced pollution, labor savings, and greater control over the

operations. The continuous process lines at VAAP employed techniques de-

veloped and refined at other locations, VAAP was unique in utilizing a

direct camputer process control system. In the continuous production pro-

cess, the nitration takes place in a series of small interconnected tanks.

Toluene is continuously fed into the first tank where it is agitated with

countercurrent spent acid to cause partial nitration. As More raw materi-

als are added, the partially nitrated materials are agitated into the next

tank, where additional acid is fed into the mix to continue the nitration
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process. Reacting materials continue to move through the systen until

nitration is carplete. The unpurified ' is washed and then piped to a

finishing house for drying, flaking, and packing. 3 1

NOTES
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Chapter 3

PRESERVATION RECOMEDATIONS

BACY(GROUND

Army Regulation 420-40 requires that an historic preservation plan be

developed as an integral part of each installation's planning and

long-range maintenance and developnent scheduling. 1 The purpose of such a

program is to:

Preserve historic properties to reflect the Army's role in
history and its continuing concern for the protection of the
nation' s heritage.

Implement historic preservation projects as an integral part
of the installation's maintenance and construction programs.

Find adaptive uses for historic properties in order to
maintain them as actively used facilities on the
installation.

Eliminate damage or destruction due to inproper maintenance,
repair, or use that may alter or destroy the significant
elemts of any property.

Enhance the most historically significant areas of the
installation through appropriate landscaping and
conservation.

To meet these overall preservation cbjectives, the general preservation

recommendations set forth below have been developed:

category I Historic Properties

All Category I historic properties not currently listed on or nominated to

the National Register of Historic Places are assumed to be eligible for
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noination regardless of age. The following general preservation

reccnnendations apply to these properties:

a) Each Category I historic property should be treated as if it

were on the National Register, whether listed or not.

Properties not currently listed should be nominated.

Category I historic properties should not be altered or

demolished. All work on such properties shall be performed

in accordance with Sections 106 and 110(f) of the National

Historic Preservation Act as amended in 1980, and the

regulations of the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation

(ACHP) as outlined in the "Protection of Historic and

Cultural Properties" (36 CFR 800).

b) An individual preservation plan should be developed and put

into effect for each Category I historic property. This plan

should delineate the appropriate restoration or preservation

program to be carried out for the property. It should

include a maintenance and repair schedule and estimated

initial and annual costs. The preservation plan should be

approved by the State Historic Preservation Officer and the

Advisory Council in accordance with the above-referenced ACHP

regulation. Until the historic preservation plan is put into

effect, Category I historic properties should be maintained

in accordance with the recammended approaches of the

Secretary of Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and
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Revised Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings 2 and

in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.

c) Each Category I historic property should be documented in

accordance with Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic

American Ehgineering Record (HABS/HAER) Documentation Level

II, and the documentation submitted for inclusion in the

HABS/HAER collections in the Library of Congress.3 When no

adequate architectural drawings exist for a Category I

historic property, it should be documented in accordance with

Documentat, 4n Level I of these standards. In cases where

standard measured drawings are unable to record significant

features of a property or technological process, interpretive

drawings also should be prepared.

Category II Historic Properties

All Category II historic properties not currently listed on or nominated to

the National Register of Historic Places are assumed to be eligible for

nomination regardless of age. The following general preservation

recommendations apply to these properties:

a) Each Category II historic property should be treated as if it

were on the National Register, whether listed or not.

Properties not currently listed should be nominated.

Category II historic properties should not be altered or

demolished. All work on such properties shall be performed
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in accordance with Sections 106 and 110(f) of the National

Historic Preservation Act as amended in 1980, and the

regulations of the Advisory ouncil for Historic Preservation

(ACHP) as outlined in the "Protection of Historic and

Cultui' Iroperties" (36 CFR 800).

b) An individual preservation plan should be developed and put

into effect for each Category II historic property. This

plan should delineate the appropriate preservation or

rehabilitation program to be carried out for the property or

for those parts of the property which contribute to its

historical, architectural, or technological importance. It

should include a maintenance and repair schedule and

estimated initial and annual costs. The preservation plan

should be approved by the State Historic Preservation Officer

and the Advisory Council in accordance with the

above-referenced AMP regulations. Until the historic

preservation plan is put into effect, Category II historic

properties should be maintained in accordance with the

recamended approaches in the Secretary of the Interior's

Standards for Rehabilitation and Revised Guidelines for

Rehabilitating Historic Buildings4 and in consultation with

the State Historic Preservation Officer.

c) Each Category II historic property should be documented in

accordance with Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic

American Egineering Record (HABS/HAER) Documentation Level
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II, and the documentation submitted for inclusion in the

HABS/WIER collections in the Library of Congress.

Category III Historic Properties

The following preservation recommendations apply to Category III historic

properties:

a) Category III historic properties listed on or eligible for

nczmination to the National Register as part of a district or

thematic group should be treated in accordance with Sections

106 and 110(f) of the National Historic Preservation Act as

amended in 1980, and the regulations of the Advisory Council

for Historic Preservation as outlined in the "Protection of

Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR 800). Such proper-

ties should not be demlished and their facades, or those

parts of the property that contribute to the historical

landscape, should be protected fran major modifications.

Preservation plans should be developed for groupings of

Category III historic properties within a district or

thematic group. The scope of these plans should be limited

to those parts of each property that contribute to the

district or group's importance. Until such plans are put

into effect, these properties should be maintained in

accordance with the recommended approaches in the Secretary

of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Revised
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Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings6 and in

consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer.

b) Category III historic properties not listed on or eligible

for nomination to the National Register as part of a district

or thematic group should receive routine maintenance. Such

properties should not be demolished, and their facades, or

those parts of the property that contribute to the historical

landscape, should be protected fran modification. If the

properties are unoccupied, they should, as a minimum, be

maintained in stable condition and prevented fran

deteriorating.

HABS/HAER Docunentation Level IV has been capleted for all Category III

historic properties, and no additional documentation is required as long as

they are not endangered. Category III historic properties that are

endangered for operational or other reasons should be documented in

accordance with EABS/HAER Documentation Level III, and submitted for

inclusion in the HABS/HAER collections in the Library of Congress.

Similar structures need only be documented once.

CATEGORY I HISTORIC PROPERTIES

here are no Category I historic properties at the Volunteer AAP.
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CATEGORY II HISTORIC PROPERTIES

There are no Category II historic properties at the Volunteer AAP.

CATEGORY III HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Redwater Treatment Plant (Buildings 816, 816-1, 816-2)

Background and significance. The purification and washing of TNT

produced toxic wastes known as "redwater" and "yellow water." Prior

to the Koren War few TNT plants made provision for disposal of these

wastes other than letting them run onto the ground. At Volunteer Army

Ammunition Plant, however, proximity to a major water source mandated

safe disposal of toxic by-products. A Redwater Treatment Plant (which

treated yellow water, as well) was built, therefore, along with pro-

duction and support buildings in 1941-1942. The Redwater Treatment

Plant consisted of an Evaporator Building (Building 816) and Incinera-

tor Buildings (Buildings 816-1, 816-2). The exterior cladding of the

Evaporator Building has been replaced, but the equipment and struc-

tural systems are intact. The Redwater Treament Plant at VAAP is a

Category III Historic Property because it is a good example of an

early pollution abatement effort at a TNT production facility.

Condition and potential adverse impacts. The Redwater Treatment Plant

at VAAP is in good condition and undergoes routine maintenance as part

of the standby activities at the plant. There are currently no plans

that would have an adverse impact on the property.
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Preservation options. The Redwater Treatment Plant at VAAP should be

maintained in accordance with the preservation recommendations for

Category III Historic Properties described above.

NOTES

1. Army Regulation 420-40, Historic Preservation (Headquarters, U.S.
Army: Washington, D.C., 15 April 1984).

2. National Park Service, Secretary of Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and Revised Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings, 1983 (Washington, D.C.: Preservation Assistance
Division, National Park Service, 1983).

3. National Park Service, "Archeology and Historic Preservation;
Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines," Federal
Register, Part IV, 28 September 1983, pp. 44730-44734.

4. National Park Service, Secretary of the Interior's Standards.

5. National Park Service, "Archeology and Historic Preservation."

6. National Park Service, Secretary of the Interior's Standards.

7. National Park Service, "Archeology and Historic Preservation."
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